
GERD: The Elephant in the room

If the Nile/Tana doesn't kill you like Dejazmatch Hagos, or even Meles Zenawi, it will make you 
stronger. That is why everyone is in a hurry.
By:Tazabi Sew

Those working on the Dam are in a hurry
Those filling the dam are in a hurry
Those trying to stop the dam are in a hurry
Those trying to slow filling of the dam are in a hurry
Those trying to overthrow governments in Ethiopia and Sudan are also in a hurry.
Those confused and caught in the wind looking for clear way are also in a Hurry. And some of the 
above are in Panic.

Everyone trying to speed or slow down even stop time:

All players on Hidase GERD can speed up time, slow down time except for one and only one of 
players. We will come to that player later. 

Those who want plitical power in Ethiopia can speed up time EPRP style. Get people in chaos by 
assassinations of prominent players to be eliminated from the running. When EPRP got bored in 
Asimaba started assassinating Meeson. Why? Remember Asimba now is Washington DC, London, 
Frankfurt, Melborne, Khartoum etc. The logic of EPRP is that Meeson will be the competitor and will 
grab power in the chaos created when EPRP overthrows Derg.

The same strategy is being followed now as to who will benefit the most from chaos. The accusations, 
blame game, suspicion, outsmarting has started in earnest, before even denting EPRDF.  Enough ink 
has been spent on preparing for inter Ethnic chaos if EPRP styled groups have their way to light a 
match. 
What are the tell tell signs? One is that the Afar, Agew in the North, the South and Somali in South are 
being sidelined in Facebook world as if they do not exist in the country. Benshangul is never mentioned
while its the land of GERD. This is the most dangerous for Ethiopia. If Ethiopia was to be Tigre, 
Amara, Oromo playground in total disregard of nations nationalities and peoples, think again. The 
Tigre knows the Afar may not have Facebook pages, and tweeter links, but northern Ethiopians know 
they are one of the key peoples in Ethiopia where the rubber meets the road. TPLF knows that not only 
the Afar fighters and nomads, but the Afar camel knows enough secrets of the struggle of 100 years in 
general and the 17 years in particular. ANDM (EPDM) and TPLF also know in detail what price the 
Agew paid in those 100 years and the Derg years being most critical where the Agew of Wag Himra 
fought to near extermination.

The Agew are in numbers more than Tigray and Afar combined, no matter what Facebook king makers 
and even the statistical agency tells you. Yet not a single organization that advocates for Amhara wants 
the Agew even remotely mentioned. Its as if Gojjam or Semiyen have become new code names.

Bravo ANDM. That is courageous way to let Ethiopians know that Amhara kilil belongs to all the 
peoples in it and you addressed them truthfully. Some Agew areas were driven close to extermination 
by Derg. EPDM and EPRDF fighters know this more than anyone else. Treacherous and vindictive 



EPRP is never to  be trusted again. After all that sacrifice and chaos vendetta driven EPRP is working 
with Derg, the same Derg under names and alliances that change by the day. Nothing can change in 
Ethiopia as fast as these organizations change names, create and kill alliances, declare transitional 
governments. Typical EPRP style which has gone through 100 parties and alliances inflitrating and 
destroying anyone that becomes prominent enough to name. 

Why has all the opposition focus been on Oromo, Amhara and Tigre? Its the only short cut, attempt to 
circumvent the constitution. Else if the opposition starts talking about the peoples of Ethiopia, then the 
whole debate will change. Truths on the ground will show, power centers different than Facebook 
world will show. The Oromara competition to Arat Killo, does not want people and international 
community to see the truth on the ground. If Facebook world was the field, the people of Ethiopia only 
have to choose between the three. This is house of cards. Trying to run fast to Arat Killo Ukraine style. 
It now have come out in none other than court in Ukraine, that mercenaries were brought in from 
Georgia, to shoot and kill, 100 of them, demonstrators at Maidan square, to create chaos and 
incapacitate the Police. People were burned alive, in a building in Odessa, to intimidate and shock. The 
burning of people alive is so explosive it never have been investigated to this day. Total western media 
and western government embassies support, provided for cover of crimes on Russian Ethnic. This will 
not work in Ethiopia. The reason that it will not work is not for lack of trying. Has been tried in 
Gonder, has been tried on Somalis. The reason it will not work is those who are working 24/7 for it are 
weak, incapable and proven failures even for the evil they planned. A lot of innocent life is being lost. 
Those innocent lives being lost and development projects including clean water project in Gonder 
being destroyed will be added to those sacrificed and villages and farms burned. Yesterday it was the 
Derg who was bombing and burning our Camels, today its children of Derg by any other name burning 
our transport and construction vehicles. 

“Every body accuses everyone else and their opponent of “siltan timat” power hungry. What is 
wrong with people, have they gone totally mad or have been totally dumbed down? Every 
political organization small or big is fighting working dealing wheeling for power. There is no 
political organization set up to comb people's hair or do make up. Yes. We helped AEPO after 
election crisis to contact Shaebia through back channels, I do not see anything wrong with that. 
People accuse us of infiltrating political organizations. Yes we have members in all organizations 
including Weyannie and Weyannie has everywhere too. I don't see anything wrong with that. 
People accuse us of being vindictive and vengeful against TPLF and EPDM (ANDM). Yes. they 
are the once who removed us from the field and we work to remove them from Ethiopia.”
Ato Iyasu Alemayehu in interview on Finote Democracy

There is one and only one player who cannot speed time: Those working on GERD.
There is only 24 hours in a day. There is only so much space for equipment, cranes, 
vehicles. There is only so much space for as many workers without causing 
accidents and tremendous loss of life and limb. There is only so much water coming
in time to fill the dam. The laws of Physics are not possible to violate or circumvent.
The consequences of violating or circumventing laws of Physics are immediate and 
unforgiving. Its not like EPRDF can jail and set free people who killed the young by
tying and dragging to a jeep military vehicle till finished in Gonder.

Every other player can speed up time. Egypt can borrow money from her wealthy friends and rain it on 
in Oromia and Amhara kilils under many flags or slogans. EPRP style organizations can throw cities 



like Gonder exactly like Derg days into meyhem. EPRP style can throw cities in Oromia into chaos. 
Remember the mantra: If it was not for Weyannie and its Gosa Federalism we would have remained 
masters, our language would not be questioned and there would not have been all these “unwritten” 
gosa in Government and in our cities.

The Government of Ethiopia can speed up time by doing house cleaning and respecting regions that 
have and still are patiently waiting for the Oromara competition to be done legally, peacefully and 
constitutionally. The Federal government needs to act in such a way that shows respect of all the 
peoples of the country. Anasa gosawotch is derogatory. The people of Ethiopia are nations, 
nationalities and Peoples, not tribes Gosa. There are tribes or clans in peoples, nationalities and nations.
Anasa is modern code word for something used in the past that cannot even be written today. The only 
difference is numbers of people in a given nationality. America was not set up to run with collection of 
chauvinists from California and New York which have most populations than other states. Remember 
before the law and senate Wyoming (smallest population state) and California with most populated 
state are equal. 2 votes, 2 seats each.
There is no Anasa people anywhere. If numbers are the new mantra of old chauvinists and new 
chauvinists, the Derg had second largest army in Africa, next to Egypt. And if you need proof in a small
way it only took 7 militia villagers to fight a 300 man strong well trained and armed Derg, to a stand 
still for 5 hours, until Afar Tigray fighters arrived. All with one mother killed to bring water and food 
for the 7 village militia.

We already see some EPRP style struggle for power. Always suspicious, always splitting, always 
wobbly, always not caring for ordinary citizens, but most of all always taking short cut regardless of 
cost and long term damage to the people and country.

“If the Amhara cannot have one organization to represent them in our all Ethiopian alliance we 
are struggling to put together, similar to EPRDF, but wider base participation of peoples, and we 
know why the Amhara cannot be in one organization, then there is a need to have organizations 
by peoples of the Amhara kilil, the Gojjam people, the Gonder people, the Semiyen people, the 
Wag and Lasta people and the Shiwa people can join us with their organizations” ODF Leader 
Ato Leencho Leeta one of the architects and staunch defenders of federation of nationalities and 
formation of kilils.

Ato Leencho has said so many truths and facts on the ground in that one sentence. He knows from eons
ago the real situation on the ground. He knows who in Amhara kilil is pro-Federalism and who is 
against Federalism. He knows where EPRP is and which peoples has EPRP abandoned, just like it 
abandoned and fighting on internet against the Afar. He also did not want to state verbatim the hidden 
facts. He must have spoken with or heard interview of Agew peoples party.
He got condemned for this truth, by some corners. Even some Oromo accused him of supporting 
Weyannie, being themselves serving someone that they want to hide. He is accused of dividing more 
than 40 million Amara (I read and heard recently being bandied about) to make the Oromo stronger. 

Who's interest does it serve postponing the GERD meeting of Sudan, Ethiopia and Egypt that is 
expected to have agreement in principle on the schedule of filling GERD?

Egypt:
1. Hoping and working change of government in Ethiopia and the new government will agree to 

the time table Egypt wants for filling GERD 7 years
2. Hoping that there will be chaos and the Ethiopian government will agree to longer time 



schedule to fill the GERD
3. Hoping and working that election in Sudan will bring chaos and the government of Sudan will 

reduce its support for Ethiopia.
4. Egypt does not want to sign an agreement before elections

Sudan:
Has no interest in the delay

Ethiopia:
1. Hoping and working 24/7 to complete the GERD and reduce cost construction
2. Hoping and working 24/7 to fill at least enough to start generating 1000MW, which will make it

easier and cheaper to fill and generate the rest
3. Hoping that elections in Egypt will produce strengthened and confident Government to sign the 

schedule
You see. Everyone of the players can speed or slow time, but not the workers and Engineers of GERD.

The GERD will be completed, filled and generate the designed output, regardless of attempts of 
detractors. It has been planned with all possibilities. Political, Security, Economy, Social and 
International factors have all been considered, from best to worst conditions. The only thing 
Egypt and local friends can achieve is making the cost higher. Even that is covered by the 
changes and improvement made to the power generation. The 10% increase of power made dring
the process will cover the cost increase. That would have been early profit, but loss of profit for 
year or two is the least one can worry about when trying to achieve what your ancestors for 
generations have thought of, but never achieved.
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